## Alert number
0881/09

## Category
Toys

## Type of alert
Products with serious risks

## Product user
Consumer

## Product
Assault police set

## Brand
Unknown

## Name

## Type / number of model
No. 629

## Batch number / Barcode

## OECD Portal Category

## Description
A police set consisting of a revolver, arrows with suction cups, a whistle, knife, badge, baton, target, watch and compass. All packed in a blister pack with markings (only in English): "The things can’t be put into the mouth, Can’t aim at peoples shooting," "WARNING CHOKING HAZARD, small parts, Not for children under 3 years".

## Country of origin
China

## Alert submitted by
Norway

## Risk type
Choking

## Risk
The product poses a risk of choking because of small parts that fit into the small parts cylinder, which may detach and be swallowed by children. The product does not comply with the Toys Directive and with the relevant European standard EN 71.

## Measures adopted by notifying country
Sales ban ordered by the authorities.
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